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LAW'S EXPRESSIVE VALUE IN COMBATING CYBER GENDER HARASSMENT

Danielle Keats Citron*

The online harassment of women exemplifies twenty-first century behavior that profoundly harms women yet too often remains overlooked and even trivialized. This harassment includes rape threats, doctored photographs portraying women being strangled, postings of women's home addresses alongside suggestions that they are interested in anonymous sex, and technological attacks that shut down blogs and websites. It impedes women's full participation in online life, often driving them offline, and undermines their autonomy, identity, dignity, and well-being. But the public and law enforcement routinely marginalize women's experiences, deeming the harassment harmless teasing that women should expect, and tolerate, given the internet's Wild West norms of behavior.

The trivialization of phenomena that profoundly affect women's basic freedoms is nothing new. No term even existed to describe sexual harassment of women in the workplace until the 1970s. The refusal to recognize harms uniquely influencing women has an important social meaning—it conveys the message that abusive behavior toward women is acceptable and should be tolerated.

Grappling with the trivialization of cyber gender harassment is a crucial step to understanding and combating the harm that it inflicts. My previous work, Cyber Civil Rights, explored law's role in deterring and punishing online abuse. This Essay emphasizes what may be law's more important role: its ability to condemn cyber gender harassment and change the norms of acceptable online
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behavior. Recognizing cyber harassment for what it is—gender discrimination—is crucial to educate the public about its gendered harms, to ensure that women's complaints are heard, to convince perpetrators to stop their online attacks, and ultimately to change online subcultures of misogyny to those of equality.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The harassment of women online is a pernicious and widespread problem. It can be severe, involving threats of sexual violence, doctored photographs of women being suffocated, postings of women's home addresses alongside the suggestion that they should be raped, and technological attacks that shut down feminist blogs and websites. Cyber harassment is a uniquely gendered phenomenon—the majority of targeted


individuals are women, and the abuse of female victims invokes gender in threatening and demeaning terms.

Such harassment has a profound effect on targeted women. It discourages them from writing and earning a living. It interferes with their professional lives. It raises their vulnerability to offline sexual violence. It brands them as incompetent workers and inferior sexual objects. The harassment causes considerable emotional distress. Some women have committed suicide.

To avoid future abuse, women assume gender-neutral pseudonyms or go offline, even if it costs them work opportunities. Others curtail their online activities. For the "digital native" generation, forsaking aspects of the internet means missing innumerable social connections. Although online harassment inflicts the most direct costs on targeted individuals, it harms society as well by entrenching male hierarchy online.

But no matter how serious the harm that cyber gender harassment inflicts, the public tends to trivialize it. Commentators dismiss it as harmless locker-room talk, characterizing perpetrators as juvenile pranksters and targeted individuals as overly sensitive complainers. Others consider cyber gender harassment as an inconvenience that victims can ignore or defeat with counterspeech. Some argue that women who benefit from the internet have assumed the risks of its Wild West norms. Although the arguments

3. L.P. Sheridan & T. Grant, *Is Cyberstalking Different?*, 13 PSYCHOL., CRIME & L. 627, 637 (2007) (citing various studies suggesting that the majority of cyber stalking victims were female and their online stalkers were less likely to be ex-partners of the victims).
4. See Barak, supra note 1, at 78–79.
9. See Posting of Louisa Garib to On the Identity Trail, supra note 5.
10. A digital native is “a person for whom digital technologies already existed when they were born,” and who has “grown up with digital technology such as computers, the Internet, mobile phones and MP3s.” Wikipedia, Digital Native, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_native (last visited Aug. 29, 2009).
differ, their message is the same—women need to tolerate these cyber “pranks” or opt out of life online. This message has the unfortunate consequence of discouraging women from reporting cyber gender harassment and preventing law enforcement from pursuing cyber-harassment complaints.\(^4\)

The trivialization of harms suffered by women is nothing new.\(^5\) Society ignored or downplayed domestic violence’s brutality for over 200 years.\(^6\) No term even existed to describe sexual harassment in the workplace until the 1970s, despite the pervasiveness of the practice.\(^7\) In light of this history, the current refusal to take seriously the cyber harassment of women is as unsurprising as it is disappointing.

Due to the internet’s relative youth, this is an auspicious time to combat the trivialization of cyber gender harassment before it becomes too entrenched. If it continues unabated, cyber harassment could very well be the central front of struggles against sexual harassment in the coming decades given our increasing dependence on the net. More people make friends, apply for jobs, and discuss policy online than ever before, shifting their social and professional interactions to the net and with it the risk of sexual harassment.\(^8\) As the market leans toward more realistic sensory experiences in virtual worlds and as these sites become more popular, cyber gender harassment may more closely approximate conventional notions of sexual violence. For instance, Second Life users’ avatars have reportedly been forced to perform sexually explicit acts after being given malicious code.\(^9\) These developments, and others like them, would further threaten gender equality in our digital age.

Wrestling with the marginalization of cyber sexual harassment is a crucial step in combatting its gender-specific harms. Law has a crucial role to play in this effort. Law serves different functions here. It can deter online while-female-really-so-perilous.aspx (Mar. 13, 2009, 17:03 EST) (arguing that the web is an equal-opportunity attack forum and thus urging women to “get over yourselves”); Comment of Fistandantalus to Posting of Rev. Billy Bob Gisher to Less People Less Idiots, Silence of the hams, http://lessidiots.blogspot.com/2007/04/silence-of-hams.html (on file with author).


15. ROBIN WEST, CARING FOR JUSTICE 96 (1997).

16. Id.
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harassment's harms by raising the costs of noncompliance beyond its expected benefits. Law can also remedy such harm with monetary damages, injunctions, and criminal convictions. My article Cyber Civil Rights explored antidiscrimination, criminal, and tort law's role in preventing, punishing, and redressing cyber harassment.20 In this piece, I explore law's other crucial role: educating the public about women's unique suffering in the wake of cyber harassment and potentially changing societal responses to it. Because law is expressive, it constructs our understanding of harms that are not trivial. The application of a cyber civil rights legal agenda would reveal online harassment for what it truly is—harmful gender discrimination. It would recognize the distinct suffering of women, suffering that men ordinarily do not experience or appreciate as harmful.

Once cyber harassment is understood as gender discrimination and not as a triviality to be ignored, women are more likely to complain about it rather than suffer in silence. Law enforcement could pursue cyber harassment complaints rather than just counseling women to get off their computers and seek help only if their harassers confront them offline. As a result, some perpetrators might curtail their bigoted assaults. Viewing cyber harassment as gender discrimination could become part of our cultural understandings and practices. As with workplace sexual harassment and domestic violence, changing the norms of acceptable conduct may be the most potent force in regulating behavior in cyberspace. An antidiscrimination message is crucial to harness law's moral and coercive power.21

This piece has three Parts. Part I explores the gendered nature of online harassment.22 It first defines the phenomenon of cyber gender harassment. It then explores the distinct harms that such online abuse inflicts on targeted women and society.

Part II documents and refutes the view that law should ignore cyber gender harassment due to its triviality. It places this response in its broader context—society has historically marginalized harms that uniquely affect women. As with sexual harassment and domestic abuse in the past, a crucial first step in defeating cyber gender harassment is convincing the public of its seriousness. This Part undertakes that work, exploring the false assumptions that underlie the trivialization critique.

Part III demonstrates the expressive role that law can play in detrivializing cyber harassment and in shaping online behavior. It highlights how law can change the way targeted women, the broader public, law enforcement, and even perpetrators understand cyber gender harassment, drawing on analogies to law's expressive role in changing social norms and behavior.

20. Citron, supra note 2.


concerning domestic violence and workplace sexual harassment. It concludes by explaining why obstacles to law’s expressive role are not insurmountable.

I. CYBER HARASSMENT THROUGH A FEMINIST LENS

Online harassment is a problem that has a profound impact on women’s lives but is little understood. Just as society ignored sexual harassment until scholars and courts recognized it as sex discrimination, a definition of cyber gender harassment is crucial to understanding and tackling its distinct harms to women. No working definition has been constructed, perhaps because cyber gender harassment has been relegated to the shadows of our thinking. This Part fills that void and provides an account of the gendered nature of online harassment, highlighting its distinct effect on targeted women and society.

A. Understanding Cyber Gender Harassment

Although cyber gender harassment encompasses various behaviors, it has a set of core features: (1) its victims are female, (2) the harassment is aimed at particular women, and (3) the abuse invokes the targeted individual’s gender in sexually threatening and degrading ways. Online harassment is also targeted at gay men—the harassment similarly invokes targeted individuals’ gender in a sexually threatening manner. For instance, anonymous posters on the high school gossip site Peoples Dirt noted that named male students were gay and threatened them with violence. A posting under a male student’s name asserted “we know your [sic] g@y . . . just come out of the closet . . . and you should choke on a dick and die.” Posting of Danielle Citron to Concurring Opinions, Peoples Dirt, Now Terrorizing High Schoolers Everywhere, http://www.concurringopinions.com/archives/2009/05/peoples-dirt-now-terrorizing-high-schoolers-everywhere.html (May 18, 2009, 15:05 EST) (alteration in original). Anonymous posters on the Encyclopedia Dramatica site direct sexually threatening taunts to named gay men. Posters accused a man of having an incestuous relationship with his brother and a bestial relationship with his dog. Encyclopedia Dramatica, Chris Cocker, http://www.encyclopediadramatica.com/Chris_Cocker (last visited Aug. 29, 2009).

A 2003 study of 169 individuals who reportedly experienced cyber harassment found that 62.5 percent of the respondents were female. Paul Bocij, Victims of Cyberstalking: An Exploratory Study of Harassment Perpetrated via the Internet, FIRST MONDAY, Oct. 6, 2003, http://firstmonday.org/htbin/cgiwrap/bin/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/1086/1006. The harassment consisted of threatening or abusive email messages, threats or abusive comments via IM messages, threats or abusive comments in chat rooms, the posting of false rumors in chat rooms, impersonation of individuals in e-mail messages to friends, and encouragement of others to harass or threaten the respondent. Id.

Eighteen percent of those reporting cyber harassment did not report their gender. Id.
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Overall, from 2000 to 2008, 72.5% of the 2,519 individuals reporting cyber harassment were female and 22% were male. Twenty-seven percent of the victims were between the ages of 18 and 40, and 49% reportedly had no relationship with their attackers. Similarly, the Stalking Resource Center, a branch of the National Center for Victims of Crimes, reports that approximately 60% of online harassment cases involve male attackers and female targets.

Academic research supports this statistical evidence. The University of Maryland’s Electrical Engineering and Computer Department recently studied the threat of attacks associated with the chat medium Internet Relay Chat. Researchers found that users with female names received on average 100 “malicious private messages,” which the study defined as “sexually explicit or threatening language,” whereas users with male names received only 3.7. According to the study, the “experiment show[ed] that the user gender has a significant impact on one component of the attack thread (i.e., the number of malicious private messages received for which the female bots received more than 25 times more private messages than the male bots . . . )” and “no significant impact on the other components on the attack threat[.]” The study explained that attacks came from human chat users who selected their targets, not automated scripts programmed to send attacks to everyone on the channel, and that “male human users specifically targeted female users.”

---


28. Id.

29. Id. at 2.


31. See Robert Meyer & Michael Cukier, Assessing the Attack Threat due to IRC Channels, in PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DEPENDABLE SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS 467 (2006), available at http://www.enre.umd.edu/content/meyer-assessing.pdf. Chat rooms using IRC protocol permit live conversations via the internet, containing as many as several thousand people, whereas other chat programs such as MSN messenger and Yahoo focus on two-person conversations. Id. Users can join existing discussions or create new ones. Bociu, supra note 14, at 126. “Estimates of the number of publicly accessible channels available [on IRC] range from 100,000 to more than 580,000.” Id. (citation omitted).

32. Meyer & Cukier, supra note 31, at 469. The researchers used simulated users with female names Cathy, Elyse, Irene, Melissa, and Stephanie, and simulated users with male names Andy, Brad, Dan, Gregg, and Kevin. Id. at 469–70.

33. Id. at 470.

34. Id. at 471.
Examples of cyber gender harassment show that it routinely involves threats of rape and other forms of sexual violence. It often reduces targeted women to sexual objects and includes humiliating comments that reinforce gender-constructed stereotypes, such as “[w]ho let this woman out of the kitchen?” and “why don’t you make yourself useful and go have a baby.” The online abuse can be “more vicious” if targeted women are “lesbian[] and/or . . . not-white.”

For instance, Kathy Sierra, a well-known programmer and game developer, maintained a popular blog on software development called “Creating Passionate Users.” In 2007, anonymous individuals attacked Ms. Sierra on her blog and two other websites. Posters suggested she deserved to have her throat slit, be suffocated, sexually violated, and hanged. They posted her home address and Social Security number. They posted doctored photographs of Ms. Sierra: one picture featured her with a noose beside her neck; another depicted her screaming while being suffocated by lingerie.

35. See, e.g., Jessica Valenti, How the web became a sexists’ paradise, GUARDIAN, Apr. 6, 2007, at 16, available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2007/apr/06/gender.blogging (describing anonymous posters’ attack of women bloggers with comments such as “I would fuck them both in the ass,” and “hate-fuck[] them”) (internal quotation marks omitted); Posting of Lisa Stone to BlogHer, Hating Hate Speech: Safety for Kathy Sierra and all women online, http://www.blogher.com/node/17319 (Mar. 27, 2007, 01:47 EST) (explaining that countless women have been threatened with rape, dismemberment, and violent images in online forums such as message boards and blog comments).


37. Barak, supra note 1, at 79; see also, e.g., Comment of idiolect to Posting of Vanessa to Feministing, Listen Up: Bloggers Discuss Online Harassment, http://www.feministing.com/archives/013176.html (Jan. 18, 2009, 14:52 EST) (explaining that during online discussion, commentator called her a “bitch/whore/cunt” and posted a giant picture of young anime girl’s face beaten, black-eyed, and bloody with the following text: “Who told you could leave the kitchen? . . . Either make me a sandwich or [shut the fuck up].”) (emission omitted).


39. Stone, supra note 35.


42. Sandoval, supra note 40.

43. Valenti, supra note 35. Ms. Sierra explained that “[p]eople are posting all my private data online everywhere—social-security number, and home address—a retaliation for speaking out.” Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).

44. Id.
After the attacks, Ms. Sierra canceled speaking engagements and feared leaving her home. As she explained, “my blog was in the Technorati Top 100 [at the time of the attack]. I have not blogged there—or anywhere—since.”

Harassers do not reserve their assaults for high-profile women like Ms. Sierra. For instance, anonymous posters targeted NYU law student Jill Filipovic on the social networking site AutoAdmit. Under a thread entitled “can someone post a pic of Jill H. [sic] from NYU?,” posters uploaded Ms. Filipovic’s Facebook profile and picture. Posters made clear that they attended school with Ms. Filipovic by noting “I sat next to Jill F for an hour.” After a message thread asked: “Any Jill F sightings yet,” posters responded that they had seen her around school. Anonymous posters threatened Ms. Filipovic with rape: “I want to brutally rape that Jill slut” and “she’s a normal sized girl that [I]’d bang violently[,]” “maybe you’d have to kill her afterward.” They created menacing message threads, such as “Official Jill Filipovic RAPE thread” and “I have it on good authority that Jill F has rape fantasies.” Posters discussed photo-shopping a picture of Ms.

47. In just over eighty message threads, posters discuss Ms. Filipovic—her whereabouts and looks—often with threatening, sexually explicit language. See E-mail from Jill Filipovic to Danielle Citron, Professor of Law, University of Maryland (March 6, 2009, 11:57 EST).
49. See E-mail from Jill Filipovic to Danielle Citron, Professor of Law, University of Maryland (March 6, 2009, 11:43 EST).
Filipovic's head onto a porn star's body and claimed that she had a number of abortions. The harassment negatively affected Ms. Filipovic's law school studies. After seeing the threatening threads, Ms. Filipovic skipped class, fearing that students in her community would write about her whereabouts. When she attended class, she avoided participating in discussions as she did not want to say something stupid and have it appear online. Because she could not determine who might be the anonymous AutoAdmit posters, she avoided making friends in law school. Although Ms. Filipovic had been very involved in student groups as an undergraduate, she did not feel comfortable joining similar law school groups after the AutoAdmit incident. In the wake of the attacks, she felt depressed and helpless. Ms. Filipovic has explained that although she blogs at a feminist website, she worries that her writing will attract online harassment much like she experienced during her time in law school. She notes that she has toned down her positions to avoid future attacks.

Another cyber-harassment incident involved blogger Alyssa Royse, who writes about film. In August 2008, Ms. Royse commented on the business acumen of the studio that made the film “The Dark Knight.” Shortly thereafter, anonymous individuals attacked Ms. Royse with rape threats and demeaning comments on her blog. One threatened: “Get a life you two dollar whore blogger, The Dark Knight doesn’t suck, you suck! Don’t ever post another blog or [sic] unless you want to get ganged up.” Another poster urged, “[I] hope someone shoots then rapes you.” A poster stated: “if you were my wife [I] would beat you.” Others disparaged her intellect: “[t]his is why women are TOO STUPID to think critically and intelligently about film; AND business for that matter” and “why don’t you make yourself use-


57. See E-mail from Jill Filipovic to Danielle Citron, Professor of Law, University of Maryland (March 6, 2009, 11:57 EST).

58. Telephone Interview with Jill Filipovic (Mar. 6, 2009) (notes on file with author).

59. Id.

60. Id.

61. Id.

62. Id.

63. Id.

64. Id.


66. Alyssa Royse, supra note 38.

67. Id.

68. Id.
ful and go have a baby.”69 Ms. Royse explained that of the nearly 200 comments, only 3 failed to mention her gender in a disparaging or threatening manner.70 To stop the harassment, she closed the comments and deleted 50 of the most violent and threatening ones.71

A similar incident involved Christina Lobello. An anonymous individual attacked Ms. Lobello after she joined a chat room to keep in touch with friends.72 The attacker stole a picture of Ms. Lobello’s twelve-year-old daughter from her chat-room profile and created a fake web page saying that her daughter wanted to be raped by a stranger.73 The attacker posted her home address and personal information on the site and sent her messages that he wanted to “come to [her] house, to tie [her] up, rape them and have [her] watch them as he kills them one by one and then take [her] life.”74 He also threatened to rape another chat room participant’s daughter.75

Another incident involved a twenty-seven-year-old female nurse who faced sexual threats after she entered a chat room as a fifteen-year-old girl.76 A man asked her to go into a private room with him.77 After she did so, seven or eight men entered the room and began sending her pictures of women who had been beaten or raped.78 The men said they “wanted to rape me, spank me until I bled.”79

A group called Anonymous has devoted its efforts to coordinating attacks on specific women working and writing on the Web. The group gathers on message boards and wikis where it maintains a list of women's websites that it has successfully shut down with distributed denial-of-service attacks, “image reaping” campaigns, and online harassment.80 The group reportedly takes credit for closing over 100 feminist sites and blogs.81 For

69. Id.
70. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id.
77. Id. at 69.
78. Id.
79. Id. at 70.
instance, Anonymous attacked a woman who maintained a video blog about
Japanese language and video games. The group members hacked her online
accounts. They spammed her Myspace and YouTube accounts. They pub-
lished her passwords and medical history on various sites. Members of the
group posted doctored photographs of the woman, including one picture
that featured the woman’s head atop naked bodies. The next picture ap-
ppeared with promises that group members would rape her “at full
force in her vagina, mouth, and ass.” Group members also saturated her
video blog with sexually violent pictures and took down her videos.

Whether attackers reduce women to their sexual body parts, threaten
rape, or invoke demeaning, gendered stereotypes, they make clear that
women are targeted due to their gender and have a profound impact on gen-
der equality.

B. Cyber Harassment’s Gender-Specific Harms

This Section captures how these attacks inflict unique harms on women
and society, in much the same way that sexual harassment in the workplace
and domestic violence produce gender-specific harms.

1. Distinct Impact on Targeted Women

Cyber gender harassment invokes women’s sexuality and gender in ways
that interfere with their agency, livelihood, identity, dignity, and well-being.
The subsequent injuries are unique to women because men do not typically
experience sexual threats and demeaning comments suggesting their inferi-
ority due to their gender.

First, cyber gender harassment undermines women’s agency over their
own lives. Online threats of sexual violence “literally, albeit not physically,

83. Id.
84. Pat Miller, Another Rape in Cyberspace, CERISE, Nov. 2007, http://cerise.theirisnetwork.org/ 
archives/188.
85. Id.
86. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
87. Applemilk1988 Entry, supra note 82.
88. See Miller, supra note 84.
89. This statement is particularly true for heterosexual men who are less likely to face sexual
intimidation by women or homosexual men, but less true for gay men who confront sexual taunts
when others perceive them as effeminate. See Jerry Finn, A Survey of Online Harassment at a Uni-
versity Campus, 19 J. INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE 468 (2004).
They expose women’s sexuality, conveying the message that attackers control targeted women’s physical safety. The rape threats are particularly frightening to women as one in every six women has experienced an attempted or completed rape as a child or adult. Such threats discourage women from pursuing their interests in cyberspace. For instance, women shut down their blogs and websites. They retreat from chat rooms. A 2005 Pew Internet and American Life Project study attributed an 11 percent decline in women’s use of chat rooms to menacing comments. Women limit their websites’ connectivity to a wider, and potentially threatening, audience by password protecting their sites. They close comments on blog posts, foreclosing positive conversations along with abusive ones. The harassment scares women away from online discourse “by making an example of those females who [do] participate” with “very real threats of rape.”

Cyber harassment also affects women’s agency in their offline lives. For instance, a woman stopped going to the gym because her anonymous harassers encouraged her law school classmates to take cell phone pictures of her and post them online. After posters warned a female blogger that she needed to watch her back because they knew where she lived, the woman “g[o]t an alarm” and “started [carrying a] bat to and from the car when [she] went to work at night.” Kathy Sierra’s cyber harassment experience left her fearful to attend speaking engagements and even to leave her yard: “I will never feel the same. I will never be the same.”

Another woman explained: cyber threats had a “major impact on me both online and offline—I removed my name from my Website and my Internet registration. I rented a mailbox

90. West, supra note 15, at 102-03 (discussing real space rape) (emphasis omitted).
93. Sheridan & Grant, supra note 3, at 637.
95. Nakashima, supra note 6 (explaining that women attacked online by anonymous posters suspend their blogging, turn to private forums, or use gender-neutral pseudonyms).
96. See Comment of Alyssa Royse to Posting of Alyssa Royse to BlogHer, supra note 71.
to handle all snail mail related to the Website, and I changed my business and home phone numbers . . . . \textsuperscript{101} As Ms. Sierra noted, “[h]ow many rape/fantasy threats does it take to make women want to lay low? Not many . . . .”\textsuperscript{102}

Online harassment replicates in cyberspace the autonomy erosion that female employees have long experienced in real space. Workplace sexual harassment exposes and exploits a female employees’ sexuality. Verbal sexual abuse and displays of pornography make female employees “feel physically vulnerable” to attack.\textsuperscript{103} Female employees leave their jobs or seek transfers to escape hostile work environments in much the same way that women shut down income-generating sites or limit access to their blogs to avoid cyber abuse.

Second, cyber gender harassment undermines women’s ability to achieve their professional goals. It may impair women’s work directly, such as technological attacks designed to shutter feminist websites or postings designed to discourage employees from hiring women.\textsuperscript{104} It may take a more indirect form of professional sabotage by discrediting women’s competence in their careers.\textsuperscript{105} Assertions that “[t]his is why women are TOO STUPID to think critically and intelligently about film; AND business for that matter” and “why don’t you make yourself useful and go have a baby”\textsuperscript{106} appear designed to generate feelings of inferiority and to discourage women from engaging in professional activities online. Rape threats and sexually menacing comments have a similar effect. This sort of intimidation is unique to women—men are not routinely told that they belong in the kitchen or bedroom instead of earning a living online.

The abuse harms targeted individuals’ careers because employers routinely rely on search engines to collect intelligence on job applicants and may discover negative postings about them. Employers may decline to interview or hire targeted women not because they believe the malicious postings but because it is simply easier to hire individuals who don’t come with such baggage. Moreover, candidates with impressive online reputations are more attractive to employers than those who lack them. Indeed, an online presence is crucial to obtaining work in certain fields. Noted technology blogger Robert Scoble explains that women who don’t blog are “never going to be included in the [technology] industry.”\textsuperscript{107} This parallels workplace sexual harassment’s interference with women’s economic

\textsuperscript{101} Kennedy, supra note 99, at 716.

\textsuperscript{102} Valenti, supra note 35 (internal quotation marks omitted).


\textsuperscript{104} See supra notes 80–81 and accompanying text (describing activities of Anonymous).

\textsuperscript{105} See, e.g., Posting of Alyssa Royse to BlogHer, supra note 38.

\textsuperscript{106} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{107} Nakashima, supra note 6 (internal quotation marks omitted).
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Demeaning verbal abuse can be so severe that women leave their jobs, just as online intimidation has pushed women out of the blogosphere. It impairs women’s work opportunities by making clear to them that they will be viewed and judged by traditional and subordinate female roles, in much the way that cyber gender harassment does.

Third, women sustain harm to their identities as women. Women may feel impelled to compromise their female identity by “passing” as men to prevent discrimination. Female bloggers and commentators assume gender-disguising names to prevent cyber harassment. Even individuals who present themselves as women may nonetheless feel forced to “cover,” i.e., engage in stereotypically male conduct, to avoid online abuse. Women play down stereotypically female attributes, such as compassion, and highlight stereotypically male ones, such as aggressiveness, to deflect cyber assaults. They “try[] to write as [they think] a male would write” to avoid

108. See Vicki Schultz, Reconceptualizing Sexual Harassment, 107 YALE L.J. 1683, 1763–65 (1998) (conceptualizing hostile-work-environment harassment as a means for men to preserve dominance in favored types of work by undermining women’s effectiveness on the job through demeaning comments, deliberate sabotage, and refusals to provide women support they need on the job).


111. Abrams, New Jurisprudence, supra note 109, at 1208.

112. See Kenji Yoshino, Covering: The Hidden Assault on Our Civil Rights 22, 144 (2006) [hereinafter YOSHINO, COVERING]. Discrimination has long forced women to pass as men to gain access to professions or relationships that would otherwise have remained unavailable to them. See also, e.g., Marjorie Garber, Vested Interests: Cross-Dressing & Cultural Anxiety 67–70 (1992). Kenji Yoshino identifies films such as Yentl and Boys Don’t Cry as examples of female passing. Kenji Yoshino, Covering, 111 YALE L.J. 769, 926 & n.880 (2002) [hereinafter Yoshino, Covering].

113. Debra Winter & Chuck Huff, Adapting the Internet: Comments from a Women-Only Electronic Forum, AM. SOCIOLOGIST, Spring 1996, at 30, 45; see also Kennedy, supra note 99 (explaining that female bloggers have changed their gender presentation online to protect themselves from attack after hearing about others’ cyber harassment experiences); Elaine Vigneault: Read My Mind, To Ignore Violence Is to Condone It, http://www.elainevigneault.com/to-ignore-violence-is-to-condone-it.html (Apr. 13, 2007, 14:02 EST) (explaining that she assumes male pseudonyms to comment on male-dominated blogs). This is akin to racial passing on the internet, where African Americans transform themselves into whites by assuming certain names to reduce the chance that they will be identified as black. See Jerry Kang, Cyber–Race, 113 HARV. L. REV. 1130, 1179–80 (2000).

114. See Yoshino, Covering, supra note 112, at 780 (discussing the phenomenon of covering). Women also face reverse-covering demands, i.e., to be more like stereotypical women than stereotypical men. In that sense, women oftentimes find themselves in a predicament at work because they are pressured to be “masculine” enough to obtain their coworkers’ respect and “feminine” enough to be respected as women. Id.

115. See Winter & Huff, supra note 113, at 50 (noting that women often feel they either have to adopt an aggressive, “masculine” communication style or forgo posting on the internet altogether).
sexually explicit messages.\textsuperscript{116} They might harass other women online, perhaps as a way to deflect attention from them.\textsuperscript{117}

Passing as a man or covering stereotypically female characteristics exacts a significant price. Hiding one’s identity produces feelings of alienation as the person must pretend to be something she is not.\textsuperscript{118} It generates feelings of shame.\textsuperscript{119} At its most extreme, the impulse to pass or cover can negate a person’s identity so completely that she experiences a slow death of “the psyche, the soul, and the persona.”\textsuperscript{120} Learning and performing an unfamiliar identity also takes significant effort and time.\textsuperscript{121} A cyber-harassment victim explains that changing her identity was bothersome because she had to “avoid talking about the same issues in the same ways (otherwise people discover you, find out you are female, and then the cycle [of sexually explicit messages] repeats [itself]).”\textsuperscript{122}

This resembles the performative harms that women experience offline in the face of sex discrimination. Female lawyers once disguised their gender when signing legal briefs to avoid prejudice by the bench and bar.\textsuperscript{123} Female authors write under male pseudonyms for similar reasons.\textsuperscript{124} Women mute their female characteristics (e.g., refusing to talk about a pregnancy or parenting) and highlight typically male characteristics (e.g., assertiveness) to avoid differential treatment in the workplace because of their sex.\textsuperscript{125}

Fourth, cyber harassment harms women’s dignity and sense of equal worth.\textsuperscript{126} Online assaults objectify women, reducing them to their body

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
  \item[116.] E-mail from Christa Laser to Danielle Citron, Professor of Law, University of Maryland (Mar. 13, 2009, 10:12 EST) (on file with author).
  \item[117.] \textit{See, e.g.}, Melissa Dribben, \textit{Penn Shoutouts Is Due}, PHILA. INQUIRER, Apr. 19, 2009, at B1 (describing the University of Pennsylvania student newspaper’s semestery publication of “shoutouts,” which the editors describe as “reader-submitted expressions of love/vitriol/both . . . and the meaner, the better[,]” that often include sexualized comments about women by women) (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted). College-aged women have seemingly embraced misogyny. In the long term, this development is sure to have corrosive effects as women glorify their own sexual objectification and degradation.
  \item[120.] Deirdre Davis, The Harm That Has No Name: Street Harassment, Embodiment, and African American Women, 4 UCLA WOMEN’S L.J. 133, 176 (1994) (internal quotation marks omitted).
  \item[121.] Yoshino, supra note 118, at 528.
  \item[122.] E-mail from Christa Laser to Danielle Citron, Professor of Law, University of Maryland, supra note 116.
  \item[123.] \textit{See, e.g.}, FRED STREBEIGH, EQUAL: WOMEN RESHAPE AMERICAN LAW 160 (2009) (describing a female attorney who was forced to sign briefs with only her first initial and prohibited from appearing in court).
  \item[125.] Yoshino, Covering, supra note 112, at 154–62.
  \item[126.] As Leslie Meltzer elegantly develops in her article Spheres of Dignity: Conceptions and Functions in Constitutional Law (on file with author), the term dignity implicates a variety of val-
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
parts. For instance, posters on the message board AutoAdmit described one targeted female student as a “dumbass bitch . . . [who] I wish to rape . . . in the ass,” and stated that another has “huge fake titties.” Harassers further humiliate women by reducing them to diseased body parts. For example, a poster says of one woman, “just don’t FUCK her, she has herpes.” They make clear that women have worth only as sex objects.

Such objectification injures women by signaling that they are nothing but things to be used by men, not persons with feelings. Online rape threats say to women “[y]ou claim to be a full human being, but you are much less than that. You are a mere thing . . . [whose] autonomy can be snatched away, your feelings ignored or violated.” Women feel rejected and less worthy. A victim explained: “someone who writes ‘You’re just a cunt!’ is not trying to convince me of anything but my own worthlessness.” Martha Nussbaum considers the online objectification of women an attempt to “restor[e] the patriarchal world before the advent of sex equality, the world in which women were just tools of male purposes . . . [and] had no right to be more than tits and cunt.”

Sexual harassment in the workplace similarly treats women as moral subordinates and undermines their self-respect. Employers and co-workers who refer to female workers as “nice pieces of ass” or “stupid pair of boobs” cause women to see themselves as less equal and able than men. As Kathryn Abrams develops in her work, sexual inquiries, jokes, and innuendos in the workplace have the effect of reminding women that they are viewed as objects of sexual derision, not colleagues worthy of respect and equal treatment.

Last, cyber harassment inflicts unique harms to women’s physical and emotional well-being. Posts providing women’s home addresses alongside
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127. Nussbaum, supra note 91, at 5–6; see also West, supra note 15, at 146 (explaining that sexual harassment objectifies women, inflicting a dignitary injury).
129. Id. at ¶ 18 (internal quotation marks omitted).
130. Id. at ¶ 21 (internal quotation marks omitted).
132. Id. at 8 (internal quotation marks omitted).
133. Kennedy, supra note 99, at 717.
134. Id. at 715 (internal quotation marks omitted).
135. Nussbaum, supra note 91, at 19.
138. E.g., Abrams, New Jurisprudence, supra note 109, at 1207–08.
the suggestion that they have rape fantasies or should be raped have led to offline stalking and rape. Women also fear that online threats of sexual violence will be realized. Women's anxiety may be particularly acute as the posters' anonymity eliminates cues—such as the identity or location of the person who made the threat or a joking tone of voice—that might diminish concerns about the threat. Women's emotional distress often produces physical symptoms, such as anorexia nervosa, depression, and suicide. Women experience similar symptoms in the face of workplace sexual harassment.

This destructive phenomenon not only has profound consequences for individual women, but for society as well, as the next Section demonstrates.

2. The Broader Consequences of Cyber Gender Harassment

Cyber gender harassment damages women as a group and society as a whole by entrenching gender hierarchy in cyberspace. Demeaning, sexualized comments and rape threats suggest men's power and superiority over women. They reinforce gendered stereotypes, casting men as dominant in the bedroom and the workplace and women as subservient sexual objects who are not fit to work online. These messages instill the notion that online spaces constitute male turf.

This phenomenon resembles the subordinating impulse of workplace sexual harassment where male workers engage in sexualized talk and circulate sexually explicit images to "mark the workplace as an area in which

139. E.g., BocJ, supra note 14, at 17; Catherine Holahan, The Dark Side of Web Anonymity, BUS. WK., May 12, 2008, at 64, available at http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/08_19/b4083064456431.htm (detailing how strange men showed up at young woman's home in response to sexual comments made about her online); Comment of L to Posting of Trench Reynolds to MyCrimeSpace, Syracuse stalker at large, http://www.mycrimespace.com/2008/02/19/syracuse-stalker-at-large/ (Feb. 20, 2008, 22:50 EST) (recounting how she received threatening calls after an ex-boyfriend impersonated her in chat rooms saying that she wanted to be raped and provided her address and phone number).

140. See Barak, supra note 1, at 82; Jodi K. Biber et al., Sexual Harassment in Online Communications: Effects of Gender and Discourse Medium, 5 CYBERPSYCHOL. & BEHAV. 33, 38 (2002).

141. The SOCIAL NET: UNDERSTANDING HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN CYBERSPACE 248 (Yair Amichai-Hamburger ed., 2005); cf. Biber et al., supra note 140, at 36–38 (explaining that women often experience online sexually explicit pictures, jokes, and requests for company as harassment, while men are less likely to have this response).


143. Barak, supra note 1, at 84–85.

144. Lee, supra note 7.


146. The work of Katherine Franke and Vicki Schultz highlight the gender-based messages that hostile-work-environment harassment sends. See Katharine M. Franke, What's Wrong With Sexual Harassment?, 49 STAN. L. REV. 691, 693, 762 (1997) (highlighting how male workers use sexuality as a "technology of sexism" to reinforce gender stereotypes, such as the male sexual conquerors and the female sexually conquered); Schultz, supra note 108, at 1766–67, 1766 n.441 (explaining how hostile-work-environment harassment uses sexuality to demonstrate women's lack of competence and men's sexuality to illustrate required work competence).
masculinity is ... constitutive.” Sexual threatening comments tell women that they are neither welcome nor worthy. Cyber harassment stakes out the internet as a male space in the same way that sexual harassment does in the workplace.

Online abuse solidifies male dominance of online spaces by eliminating and muting women’s voices from the internet. Cultural feminist theory contends that women contribute to social discourse in ways that differ from men. In this view, online discourse would become more masculine when women curtail their participation in chat rooms, blogs, and other Web 2.0 platforms due to cyber gender harassment. For instance, when Kathy Sierra shut down her blog, society lost a woman’s commentary on technical issues. This is a particularly troubling development given the real-space “brain drain” of women working in technology due to sexual harassment and other manifestations of women’s inequality in the workplace. According to a recent study in the *Harvard Business Review*, hostility to women in the workplace played a significant role in driving the majority of women in technology, science, and engineering careers from their jobs by their late thirties. Cyber gender harassment has a similar effect: it effectively excludes women from professional activities online, bolstering male hierarchy.

Despite the destructive nature of these cyber assaults, the public often refuses to take them seriously. The next part details, and rejects, the widespread marginalization of cyber gender harassment.
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147. Abrams, *New Jurisprudence*, supra note 109, at 1211. As Kathryn Abrams explains, sexual harassment “helps perpetuate the workplace as a site of male control, where gender hierarchy is the order of the day and masculine norms structure the working environment.” Id. at 1219.

148. See id. at 1206.

149. See Martha Chamallas, *Introduction to Feminist Legal Theory* 57–58 (2d ed. 2003). As Robin West explains, women often value intimacy, fearing the injury produced by separation, whereas men tend to emphasize individuals’ autonomy from others. See Robin West, *Jurisprudence and Gender*, 55 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1, 65 (1988). This notion that women have a different voice than men has its critics. Id. at 60. For instance, Catharine MacKinnon understands the different-voice theory as highlighting the voice of victims who have never had the freedom to develop their own perspectives while living under conditions of gender subordination. Ellen C. DuBois et al., *Feminist Discourse, Moral Values, and the Law—A Conversation*, 34 BUFF. L. REV. 11, 27 (1985) (remarks of Catharine A. MacKinnon). This Essay does not aim to resolve this disagreement but instead seeks to highlight the various ways in which the retreat of women from online discourse affects society.


152. See Posting of Danielle Citron to Concurring Opinions, *supra* note 150 (analogizing “the culture of misogyny that pervades many social networking sites, blogs, and other Web 2.0 platforms” with sexual harassment encountered by women working in science and technology) (internal quotation marks omitted).
II. THE PROBLEM WITH TRIVIALIZING CYBER GENDER HARASSMENT

Although cyber harassment substantially harms women, many view it as a benign part of online life that should be tolerated. This is perhaps to be expected—we often overlook harms to women. This Part documents this trend and rejects it as undermining women’s right to participate as equals online. Just as society dismissed sexual harassment in the workplace and domestic violence as trivialities until advocates, courts, and policymakers signaled their harmfulness to women, this Part makes the case for taking cyber gender harassment seriously.

A. Recurring Patterns

Society often discounts harms that disproportionately affect women. As Robin West explains, criminal law historically targeted gender-specific harms only to the extent that they resembled harms suffered by men. Rape law was clearest and its prosecution most vigorous when the rape most resembled nonsexual physical attacks that men suffer and fear, i.e., attacks committed by strangers and accompanied by actual or threatened violence. However, “[r]apes committed by husbands upon wives, or by boyfriends upon girlfriends, or by johns on prostitutes,” were “underregulated.” In other words, the most gender-specific sexual assaults—those involving an “invasion of the integrity of a woman’s body and the invasion of the safety and integrity of her intimate life”—were the most untouched by law.

Moreover, nineteenth-century law imposed significant barriers to the prosecution of crimes targeting women principally, such as rape, but not to crimes affecting men and women equally, such as property intrusions. Rape laws required witness corroboration and evidence of “utmost” physical resistance by the woman. These requirements made it difficult to convict men of rape. By contrast, property crimes had no such requirements. If someone removed a person’s wallet without express permission, he commit-
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153. See West, supra note 15, at 96.
154. See id. at 138.
155. Id. at 140.
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160. Id. at 180.
161. Nussbaum, supra note 158, at 139.
ted a crime.\textsuperscript{162} The defendant could not defend himself by arguing that the victim failed to put up a fight.\textsuperscript{163}

Similarly, nineteenth-century tort law often ignored women’s suffering, refusing to recognize claims mainly pursued by women, such as those for emotional distress.\textsuperscript{164} The tortious consequences of adultery reflect law’s gender differentiation of harm as well.\textsuperscript{165} English common law found no harm to a woman in cases involving an adulterous husband because the wife suffered “noncompensable . . . hurt feelings” and because the wife failed to mitigate her own injuries, whereas the law understood the husband’s hurt feelings as an objective harm, deeming a wife’s adultery a loss of property.\textsuperscript{166} The trivialization impulse carried forward into the twentieth century with society’s persistent refusal to recognize harms associated with sexual harassment and domestic violence.\textsuperscript{167}

In the past, as in the present, the trivialization of women’s suffering fell along several lines. First, some dismissed women’s harmful experiences as innocuous aspects of daily living. In the early 1970s, society understood sexual harassment in the workplace as harmless flirting.\textsuperscript{168} When Catharine MacKinnon first described workplace harassment as a form of sex discrimination, judges, employers, husbands, and victims dismissed it as universal “natural” behavior.\textsuperscript{169} As one court put it, “[t]he attraction of males to females and females to males is a natural sex phenomenon and it is probable that this attraction plays at least a subtle part in most personnel decisions.”\textsuperscript{170}

Second, society refused to recognize harms where women could have ostensibly mitigated the injury. In the domestic-violence context, many suggested that victims bore responsibility for the abuse because they failed to leave their abusers.\textsuperscript{171} The media’s standard story line with regard to spousal battering was that “if it was that bad, [the women] would leave.”\textsuperscript{172} Judge

\begin{enumerate}
\item[162.] Id.
\item[163.] Id.
\item[165.] Id. at 818.
\item[166.] Id.
\item[167.] To be sure, modern society has minimized or ignored other gendered harms, such as street harassment. \textit{West}, \textit{supra} note 15, at 145. This Essay focuses on domestic violence and sexual harassment in the workplace as prominent examples of the historic nonrecognition or trivialization of harms suffered by women.
\item[169.] MacKinnon, \textit{supra} note 17, at 2.
\item[170.] Id. at 90 (internal quotation marks omitted).
\end{enumerate}
Richard D. Huttner, the administrative judge of the New York City Family Court, recalled his colleague's reaction to domestic violence victims: "Why don't they just get up and leave? They have been taking these beatings all these years and now they want me to intercede. All they have to do is get out of the house. What do they want from me?" Similarly, commentators told women to change their supervisors, fields, or jobs if the sexual treatment at work became too uncomfortable to bear.

Third, many refused to recognize conduct as harmful due to an environment's unique norms. Commentators suggested that workplace harassment involved a private arena with different expectations. In this view, sexual harassment was a perk for men to enjoy. Society similarly shielded domestic violence from state intervention because "[e]very household has and must have, a government of its own, modelled to suit the temper, disposition and condition of its inmates." As Reva Siegel explains, wife beaters were immunized from public and private prosecution because courts refused to look into the "home closet." For over 200 years, a male's battering of his wife was protected as part of the "private sphere of family life." It was a "private problem, neither serious nor criminal."

The marginalization of domestic violence began to subside only after activists pressed policymakers and courts to take these injuries seriously. The very concept of domestic violence as harmful arose in the late 1960s and early 1970s when the women's rights movement brought the issue to national attention. Feminist activists and lawyers gave a name to domestic violence and made it a problem, whereas before it had been buried by societal indifference. Similarly, judicial recognition of sexual harassment as a form of sex discrimination in the late 1970s paved the way for the de-
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Combating Cyber Gender Harassment

trivialization of such abuse. Favorable court rulings emboldened women to bring lawsuits and lobby for legislative change that led to the amendment of Title VII.

Advances against cyber harassment may follow a similar path. In the last quarter of the twentieth century, women achieved gains in the workplace harassment and domestic violence arenas after convincing courts, legislators, and commentators of the seriousness of the harms women suffered. Here, too, a legal response will gain greater traction if the trivialization critique of cyber harassment has been rejected. The next Section begins this effort.

B. Critiquing the Trivialization of Cyber Gender Harassment

Although some people have been outraged by cyber harassment, many others dismiss it as inconsequential. Commentators trivialize the harassment of women online by arguing that: (1) it constitutes innocuous teasing, (2) women can address the harassment on their own, and (3) cyber harassment coheres with the internet's unique norms. This Section tackles, and discredits, these arguments.

First, some equate online assaults with harmless juvenile antics. For instance, a Wired blogger has described Anonymous, the group credited with shutting down over a hundred women's issues websites, as juvenile "griefers . . . looking for some outlet for their boredom." Former New York Times reporter and writer for Condé Nast's Portfolio, David Margolick, characterized the anonymous AutoAdmit posters who attacked female law students with rape threats and damaging statements as "juvenile," "immature," and

---


185. Id. at 823.

186. Extensive empirical work on the trivialization of cyber gender harassment does not yet exist. However, a recent study addresses college students' reaction to cyber-harassment incidents. It suggests that college students do not take hypothetical or real-life cases of cyber harassment seriously. Eileen M. Alexy et al., Perceptions of Cyberstalking Among College Students, 5 BRIEF TREATMENT & CRISIS INTERVENTION 279 (2005). Anecdotal evidence also proves instructive here. In the aftermath of the attacks on Kathy Sierra (which received national attention after the Washington Post covered the story), online commentary overwhelmingly suggested that Ms. Sierra overreacted to the rape threats, privacy invasions, and doctored photographs. This pattern has seemingly recurred in numerous incidents as commentators learn about online attacks against women. To be sure, not everyone responds in this way—the groups supporting Ms. Sierra and women like her demonstrate the point. Nonetheless, the trivialization of cyber gender harassment is an important part of the discourse after attacks on women online are publicized. As Section II.C shows, the trivialization of women's harm in the face of cyber gender harassment is not reserved for commentators. Significantly, law-enforcement officers often fail to pursue complaints of cyber gender harassment because they fail to take it seriously. I thank Neil Richards for urging me to address this important point.

“obnoxious,” “but that’s all that they are: . . . frivolous frat boy rants.” He explained that because attackers get bored and move on, “these problems can be exaggerated.” The attorney representing the former educational director for AutoAdmit remarked that “they aren’t true threats. . . . [This] online stuff . . . it’s not for us grownups. . . . These are digital natives and some of this stuff is just shtick.” A site operator involved in the Kathy Sierra incident said the posters acted in “bad taste.” Another commentator dismissed the doctored photographs of Ms. Sierra as “purely amateur hour, playground silliness.”

Commentators further trivialize the harassment by describing targeted women as overreacting “drama queen[s].” For instance, founder of the progressive blog Daily Kos, Markos Moulitsas, suggested that Ms. Sierra imagined the threats: “Most of the time, said ‘death threats’ don’t even exist—evidenced by the fact that the crying bloggers and journalists always fail to produce said ‘death threats.’” Others disparaged Ms. Sierra for dismantling her blog, calling her response “out of proportion to the events that elicited it.” Similarly, blogger Ann Althouse condemned the female law students attacked on AutoAdmit: “Too beautiful to appear in public? Too hot to be hired? Come on! What rational employer would deny you a job because idiots chatted about you on line [sic] in a way that made it obvious that the only thing you did was look good?” This response asserts that targeted women have forgotten the childhood saying that “[s]ticks and stones can break my bones, but wor[d]s will never hurt me.” It has much in common with the suggestion that workplace sexual harassment constituted harmless flirtation and playful teasing.

Characterizing cyber gender harassment as harmless teasing of the overly sensitive belies reality. The online abuse inflicts significant economic,

189. Id. (comments of Marc Randazza).
190. Id.
194. Posting of Markos Moulitsas to Daily Kos, supra note 12.
emotional, and physical harm on women in much the same way that workplace sexual harassment does. Statements about a woman’s sexuality may suggest that she attracts unwanted controversy, causing employers to assess candidates to interview or hire someone else. In the face of rape threats, women refrain from online activities that generate income or advance their professional reputations. Publishing a woman’s physical whereabouts alongside the suggestion that she should be raped increases the possibility of stalking and physical violence at the hands of others whom the poster has encouraged. Disclosing a woman’s Social Security number raises her risk of identity theft. Because cyber gender harassment inflicts grave harm and does not constitute childish antics, targeted individuals rightfully feel aggrieved.

Second, many downplay cyber harassment on the grounds that targeted individuals have various means to protect themselves. One approach maintains that women can mitigate the harm by ignoring the abuse or going offline. For instance, a commentator remarked that Kathy Sierra should have just chosen “to skip the entire section” and moved on. The Daily Kos founder urged Ms. Sierra to get off the computer if she could not “handle the heat” in her inbox. Another person noted “[a]nyone who’s going to let the trolls intimidate them should either not blog, or not have open comments. It really is just that simple.” A commentator similarly suggested that the “right way” for “girls” to address cyber harassment is to “let the threads drop to the bottom and everyone [will] forget.” Indeed, law-enforcement officers have refused to pursue cyber harassment complaints on the grounds that women can “just turn off their computers.” This recalls the argument that women faced with sexual harassment and domestic violence should leave their jobs and homes instead of complaining about the abuse.

These suggestions have little merit. Even if women go offline (or never availed themselves of online activities in the first place), online rape threats,
sexually demeaning comments, and damaging statements remain online, accessible to anyone searching targeted women's names, unless website operators agree to take down the destructive postings.\textsuperscript{206} Cyber gender harassment's harms are unavoidable, both practically and psychologically, whether targeted women turn off their computers or not. In that sense, women cannot retreat to safety by going offline. Although attackers may forget about the harassment and move on to other victims, targeted women have no choice but to remember, and wrestle with, cyber harassment's harms.

Furthermore, women who maintain an online presence should not be required to forgo it to escape harassment, just as women should not have to quit their jobs or leave their homes to insulate themselves from sexual harassment or domestic violence. Although targeted women close their blogs, disengage from online communities, and assume pseudonyms, they incur serious costs in doing so. Women miss opportunities to advance their professional reputations through blogging. They cannot network effectively online if they assume pseudonyms to deflect cyber abuse.\textsuperscript{207} They may lose advertising income upon closing their websites or blogs. Unless women are willing to forgo the internet's economic, social, and political opportunities, they cannot walk away from our networked environment without paying a high price. This is particularly true for younger individuals whose lives are inextricably tied to the net.

Jack Balkin's "captive audience" theory can help us appreciate the difficulty that women face as they develop their careers in a networked environment.\textsuperscript{208} Balkin invokes the metaphor of captivity to describe sexual harassment in the workplace: a female employee must listen to an employer's unjust and intolerable harassment because "she is practically unable

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{206} Patricia Sanchez Abril explains that online social-networking sites generally refuse to take down material that is purportedly defamatory or embarrassing. Patricia Sanchez Abril, \textit{A (My)Space of One's Own: On Privacy and Online Social Networks}, 6 NW. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 73, 82 (2007). On the main, it is difficult to gauge how often website operators remove harassing postings. Anecdotal evidence provides some insight into its occurrence. The AutoAdmit website operators never removed the postings concerning Ms. Filipovic despite repeated requests to do so. The harassing postings of the group Anonymous remain online even though the targeted women complained about them. Website operator Chris Locke initially refused to remove the doctored photographs of Ms. Sierra but eventually took them down. Even if the website operators agree to take down the harassing postings, the postings may have spread to other sites whose operators refuse to take them down. \textit{See re Kathy Sierra's allegations}, http://www.rageboy.com/2007/03/re-kathy-sierra-allgations.html (last visited Feb. 20, 2008).
\item \textsuperscript{207} Penelope Trunk's Brazen Careerist, \textit{Blog under your real name, and ignore the harassment}, http://blog.penelopetrunk.com/2007/07/19/blog-under-your-real-name-and-ignore-the-harassment (July 19, 2007) (explaining that women who write under pseudonyms miss opportunities associated with blogging under their real names, such as networking opportunities and expertise associated with the author's name).
\item \textsuperscript{208} I invoke Balkin's "captive audience" theory as a way of thinking about cyber gender harassment, not as a direct analogy and fit.
\end{itemize}
to leave. Under Balkin’s theory, employees should not be forced to leave their jobs to escape otherwise unavoidable harassment and coercion.

Although women targeted online are not physically confronted by their harassers like employees subject to sexually harassing comments at the water cooler, women working online arguably comprise a captive audience. Women have no means to avoid cyber attacks on their blogs and sites unless they shut them down or use passwords that exclude the uninvited. Women also cannot escape harassment on third-party sites because employers and social contacts will likely see them and ask them about the harassment. In that sense, cyber attacks are unavoidable. Women should not be forced to forgo online opportunities to avoid cyber harassment.

In much the same way that society today would not trivialize a supervisor’s decision to display a doctored naked photograph of a female subordinate, it should not ignore rape threats that terrorize victims and force them to close their income-generating blogs. Society suffers a great loss when it loses women from the online marketplace and discourse.

Another approach asserts that women can combat cyber harassment with counterspeech. In this view, women should retaliate against their attackers rather than playing the “victim.” It is, however, specious to insist on cyber harassment’s triviality because women can later respond to it. Women’s subsequent response cannot return them to the position that they were in before they suffered economic and emotional harm. Counterspeech may be unable to dissipate an employer’s belief that the targeted women attract negative attention. And it cannot erase rape threats and false suggestions that women harbor rape fantasies from the minds of targeted women and third parties inspired by the postings.
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214. As Kaimi Wegner notes, behavioral economics teaches us that “people tend to base their assessment of questions on anchors—that is, suggestions that the answer might be X or Y.” Posting of Kaimi D. Wegner, CCR Symposium: A Behavioral Argument for Stronger Protections, Concurring Opinions Blog, http://www.concurringopinions.com/archives/2009/04/ccr_symposium_a_1.html (Apr. 14, 2009, 18:04 EST). This is so even if people know that the anchors—such as lies about a woman’s sexual diseases and the like—are lies. Id.
Even though women could fight back, they may be unlikely to do so. Individuals targeted with rape threats may feel too intimidated to engage in counterspeech and think retaliation would not be effective in deterring online harassers. The anonymity of their attackers renders true engagement difficult, if not impossible. Because most attackers write under pseudonyms, retaliation would have little lasting effect. Attackers can simply reappear under other names.

Retaliation also may be counterproductive. Because the purpose of many online assaults is to force women off the net, harassers may respond with serious venom against a victim who stays online and tries to fight back. This recalls women’s struggle with hostile work environments and domestic violence. Women often felt too intimidated to confront their abusers and risked serious retaliation if they fought back.

David Fagundes suggests that counterspeech exposing and criticizing harassers would have salutary effects. He argues that counterspeech would empower harassed individuals to “feel capable of taking matters into their own hands.” Fagundes is indeed correct—women would feel a sense of empowerment when denouncing their attackers’ harmful behavior. Nonetheless, it seems likely that targeted women would refrain from such counterspeech given the likelihood that it would incur the wrath of their attackers. Women may be particularly reluctant to respond if they lack a strong online community supporting their efforts. Jill Filipovic noted that she eventually blogged about her cyber harassment experience because she knew that she had a strong community of feminist bloggers behind her. Many others, however, do not find themselves in that situation and may conclude that counterspeech’s psychic benefits come at too high a price.

Third, some defend misogynistic conduct online as an outgrowth of the internet’s unique Wild West norms. Commentators note that blogs prominently maintain their sexist image: traffic rates soar when blog threads or forums attack women. As Robert Scoble explains, “there’s just a culture of acceptance of making sexually crude[,] degrading jokes online.”

216. See id.
217. Of course, shaming by other members of an online community would play an important role in setting a site’s social norms, but that is a different question than whether a targeted individual’s efforts would be worth the potential cost.
219. Id.
220. Telephone Interview with Jill Filipovic, supra note 58.
suggest that given the net’s misogynistic culture, women have assumed the risk of being harassed online. Abusive commentary is “part of the territory—if you want to write a blog like this, you’re going to deal with unpalatable people.” In response to the Kathy Sierra attack, another commentator noted “this is the INTERNET folks... there are no laws here, at least not clearly defined ones.” A poster asked why Kathy Sierra was surprised by the attack: “Hello? It’s the Blogosphere, Stupid.”

These arguments have little persuasive force. The analogy to the Wild West fails on its own terms. The West is no longer wild: society long ago subjected it to the rule of law. As Brian Leiter astutely notes, the “Internet should not be consigned to a fate that we would not tolerate for the West.”

Moreover, the notion that the net has its own norms is founded on a set of false assumptions that supported an earlier age’s arguments concerning domestic violence and workplace sexual harassment. It presumes that online destruction remains suspended in cyberspace with no effect on women’s real-space lives just as many argued in the past that spousal beating was a private matter that had no significance beyond the home’s four walls and that sexual harassment was a private perk for men to enjoy.

This assumption is as faulty now as it was then. Online abuse does not stay contained in cyberspace, just as spousal beating and sexual harassment did not remain behind closed doors of the home or workplace. Quite the contrary, employers, clients, and social contacts see the rape threats, lies, and privacy invasions in Google searches of targeted women’s names. Women may lose job opportunities, social connections, and advertising income. This was certainly true of women’s experience with domestic violence and sexual harassment: women suffered significant economic and emotional harm that extended far beyond the home and workplace. Just as society ultimately rejected the argument that law should ignore domestic violence and sexual harassment because families and workplaces had their own norms, federal and state law make clear that offline institutions can be brought to bear in cyberspace.

Robert Scoble to Scobleizer, Taking the Week Off, (Mar. 26, 2007, 16:34 EST) (“It’s a culture that allows and, even, sort of encourages sexual attacks on women. Look at Justin.tv’s chat room. The comments there are rife with sexual overtones. If it’s not attacks on women it’s that someone is ‘gay.’”). In this regard, online harassment of women and gays and lesbians has much in common.
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C. A Troubling Consequence of Trivialization: The Underenforcement of Criminal Law

The trivialization of cyber gender harassment has an unfortunate consequence: the underenforcement of criminal law. Targeted individuals often refrain from reporting cyber harassment to authorities, fearing it will not be taken seriously. 228 Law-enforcement agencies refuse to pursue cyber harassment complaints on the grounds that the conduct is legally insignificant, 229 in much the same way that prosecutors once refused to file charges in cases involving gender-specific sexual assaults such as domestic violence and rape. Law's underenforcement may be due to the absence of training about cyber harassment. 230 The Department of Justice's 1999 Report on Cyberstalking found that the majority of law-enforcement agencies failed to pursue online-harassment cases, in part, because personnel lacked training that would allow them "to recognize the serious nature of cyber harassment and to investigate such offenses." 231 Recent reports suggest that law enforcement in rural communities "know very little about cyberstalking law and rarely have any training regarding this cyber crime." 232 Thus, officers do not know how to handle cyber-harassment cases 233 Officers are often either incapable of properly investigating harassment or unwilling to do so until it has traveled offline. 234 Officers often advise

228. Rep. on Cyberstalking, supra note 1 (explaining that victims often refuse to report cyber harassment due to their sense that the conduct had not reached a criminal offense or that law enforcement would not take it seriously).

229. See, e.g., Bocu, supra note 14.

230. Christa Miller, Cyber Stalking & Bullying—What Law Enforcement Needs to Know 1–2, OFFICER.COM, Apr. 2006, http://www.ncdsv.org/images/CyberStalkingBullying—WhatLENeedsToKnow.pdf ("Many police departments remain unable to investigate and solve [cyber stalking and bullying] cases. However, the good news is equipment and technology aren’t always the answer. Training, education and a willingness to collaborate are."); see also Eric Kurhi, Police lack standards for cyber criminals, CONTRA COSTA TIMES (Walnut Creek, Cal.), Feb. 19, 2007, at F4, available at 2007 WL 3258758 (explaining that some jurisdictions have trouble telling that an internet-based crime occurred, such as when police in Danville, California told the family of a teenage girl who had her information posted online with a sexual solicitation that it was a civil matter, when in fact charges could have been filed for cyber harassment).

231. Rep. on Cyberstalking, supra note 1. The report did, however, suggest two notable exceptions—the New York Police Department’s Computer Investigation and Technology Unit and the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Stalking and Threat Assessment Team; these agencies pursued a significant number of cyber-harassment cases. Id.
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victims to ignore the cyber harassment until that time. For instance, Cynthia Armistead and her daughter were subjected to a sustained campaign of cyber harassment that included threatening email messages and doctored nude photographs of Ms. Armistead posted alongside her name, email address, and her interest in sex. The police took action on her case only after her attacker confronted her in real space. In another case, local police declined to assist a woman after a chat-room user threatened to rape her daughter, urging her to “go home [and] turn off the computer” instead. This certainly can be reversed with sufficient recognition and training. Women should not have to wait until cyber harassment fulminates into physical violence for law enforcement to address it.

Even when cyber harassers face criminal charges, they are often treated leniently because their crimes are not seen as serious. Studies note that cyber stalkers have received light punishments. A defendant harassed a family by posting messages that suggested the nine-year-old daughter wanted to have sex with strangers and provided the family’s telephone number. Although the local police department showed little concern for the family’s distress and provided limited assistance, a neighboring police precinct’s Computer Crime unit pursued the case. The defendant only paid a $750 fine for the misdemeanor of transmitting obscene material. If the defendant faced charges under a cyber stalking statute, he might have faced
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Victims Struggle for Protection, WASH. POST, Nov. 11, 1998, at B1 (noting that victims of online harassment have a hard time getting help from law enforcement “unless you can show them off-line harassment”) (internal quotation marks omitted).
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240. Bocij, supra note 14, at 175. Paul Bocij explains that courts often treat offline stalking leniently as well. See id. A 2003 study found that stalking cases typically resulted in dismissal, and to the extent that they are prosecuted, many charges were reduced to lesser offenses, most often in the misdemeanor level of stalking or another threat-related crime. Id. The study found that the charges filed resulted in convictions in 28.5 percent of cases. Id.

241. See id. The phenomenon of stalkers and cyberstalkers receiving light sentences is not confined to the United States. Id. at 176. Paul Bocij reports that courts in the United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia give light sentences to convicted stalkers, usually in the form of probation. Id.
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244. Id. The Violence Against Women Act punishes, individuals who anonymously use the internet with the intent to “annoy, abuse, threaten, or harass” with up to two years in jail. 47 U.S.C. § 223(a)(1)(C) (2006). The first prosecution under this provision involved a man who sent threatening emails to his ex-girlfriend and sent pornography to her colleagues under her name. See Samantha Nelson, Annoying Online Posts Could Be Illegal, ABC NEWS, Jan. 13, 2006, http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/PCWorld/story?id=1503454. After pleading guilty to two counts of harassment, the defendant received 500 hours of community service and five years of probation. Id. The absence of incarceration in the defendant’s sentence could be seen as an example of trivialization.
The trivialization of cyber harassment thus may blunt the efficacy of existing criminal law.

The next Section demonstrates the importance of detrivializing cyber harassment: to recognize the grave harm that women and society at large suffer in its wake. It explores law’s expressive role in changing our understanding of the harm that cyber harassment inflicts and in altering online social norms.

III. THE IMPORTANCE OF LAW’S EXPRESSIVE MESSAGE

Law has an important role to play in detrivializing cyber gender harassment and serving as a force of moral suasion. This Part argues that a cyber civil rights agenda can educate the public about the serious gendered and systemic harms that cyber harassment inflicts and transform online subcultures of misogyny to those of equality.

A. A Cyber Civil Rights Agenda

My recent work, *Cyber Civil Rights*, offered a combination of tort remedies, criminal prosecutions, and civil rights claims to prevent, remedy, and punish cyber gender harassment. Under existing tort remedies, targeted individuals can sue harassers for defamation, intentional infliction of emotional distress, and privacy intrusions. Cyber attackers can be prosecuted for online threats and harassment. At the federal level, criminal penalties attach to any use of a telecommunications device without disclosing one’s identity and with the intent to “abuse, threaten, or harass any person . . . who receives the communications.” And many states criminalize cyber harass-
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245. See, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 653m(b) (West 2009); Tara Bahrampour, Student, 13, Charged in Washington-Lee Scare, WASH. POST, May 27, 2005, at B4 (explaining that cyber harassment statute permitted up to two years in jail).
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ment.\textsuperscript{252} Some states punish posting messages with the intent to urge or incite others to harass a victim.\textsuperscript{253}

These traditional criminal and tort remedies play an important role in combating cyber gender harassment, but they cannot reach all of the harm experienced by individuals, groups, and society when defendants interfere with individuals' right to equal treatment. For instance, they do not address the stigma and economic injuries that individuals experience when they are targeted because of their gender. Existing civil rights laws, however, can compensate for these shortcomings. Targeted individuals can sue attackers under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for preventing them from making a living because of their sex.\textsuperscript{254} Just after Congress passed Title VII, courts upheld discrimination claims where masked defendants engaged in intimidation tactics to prevent plaintiffs from pursuing their chosen careers.\textsuperscript{255} Although recent Title VII decisions focus on employer-employee relationships, courts should look to those early cases in assessing claims against attackers who interfere with individuals' online work because of their gender. Doing so would honor Title VII's goal of eliminating discrimination in women's employment opportunities.

Many will oppose a cyber civil rights agenda on the grounds that it interferes with our commitment to free speech.\textsuperscript{256} Contrary to this view, a cyber civil rights agenda comports with First Amendment doctrine and free-speech values.\textsuperscript{257} All speaking is not protected despite the First Amendment's guarantee that "Congress shall make no law... abridging freedom of speech."

Torts such as defamation and intentional infliction of emotional distress fall outside the First Amendment's protection.\textsuperscript{259} Threats similarly do not enjoy First Amendment immunity.\textsuperscript{260}
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\item 260. Virginia v. Black, 538 U.S. 343, 359 (2003). Although defendants make threats by speaking, that fact does not provide them with a defense to criminal prosecution or civil suits. Threats of violence made via new technologies are not immunized from penalty on free-speech grounds. To be sure, this issue becomes more complicated with crimes, such as threats, that are interwoven with arguably expressive activity. Is the burning of a cross on the lawn of an African American family best characterized as a threat? Or is it an expression of a view about race that, though noxious, is protected by the First Amendment? In \textit{Virginia v. Black}, the Court answered these questions, finding that a state may ban cross burning if the defendant carried it out with the intent to intimidate. \textit{Id.} at 359. As the Court explained, the First Amendment does not protect "true threats" that communicate a serious intention to commit violence against particular individuals. \textit{Id.} The Court distinguished cross burnings done with the intent to intimidate, which it deemed a proscribable "true threat," from
The First Amendment also does not bar antidiscrimination actions that punish unequal treatment. In Wisconsin v. Mitchell, the Supreme Court made clear that federal and state antidiscrimination laws like Title VII do not run afoul of the First Amendment because they proscribe defendants’ unequal treatment of individuals, not the defendants’ offensive messages. It explained that Title VII’s prohibition of sexual harassment did not punish the harassment’s offensive message, which would violate the viewpoint-discrimination ban, but instead is aimed at bias-inspired conduct, which is not protected by the First Amendment. The Court noted that Title VII’s prohibition of sexual harassment constituted “content-neutral regulation of conduct.” Applying civil rights statutes like Title VII to cyber gender harassment would not implicate the First Amendment because they turn on a harasser’s discriminatory choice of victim and the harm that such discrimination inflicts, rather than on the opinions that the attackers express. Intimidating Ms. Sierra with rape threats and sexually demeaning comments so that she shuts down her income-generating blog is equally offensive, and equally proscribed, no matter the anonymous perpetrators’ specific views. When law punishes online attackers due to the special severity of the social harm produced by targeting individuals because of their gender or race, and not due to the particular opinions that the attackers or victims express, no First Amendment values are implicated.

A cyber civil rights agenda also comports with prominent free-speech theories that emphasize the importance of autonomy and the promotion of truth. Some view free speech as crucial to individual autonomy because it allows people to author their own narratives. Defeating cyber gender harassment is essential to defending the expressive autonomy of targeted individuals. Although cyber harassers express themselves through their assaults, their actions directly implicate their targets’ self-determination and ability to participate in political and social discourse. Self-expression should receive little protection if its sole purpose is to extinguish the self-expression of another. Some may insist on protecting cyber gender harassment from regulation to promote truth. On this view, any silencing of speech prevents us from better understanding the world in which we live.

An extreme version of the truth-seeking theory would insist that the marketplace can sort out online deceptions and assaults. Cyber gender harassment,
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has little to do with an exploration of truths. Rape and death threats tell us nothing about the victims—no truths are contested there. This is equally true of denial-of-service attacks. Even where online harassers make factual assertions, the anonymity of online communications prevents the marketplace of ideas from performing its curative function.

B. The Expressive Role of a Cyber Civil Rights Agenda

Law has an important expressive character beyond its coercive one. Law creates a public set of meanings and shared understandings between the state and the public. It clarifies, and draws attention to, the behavior it prohibits. Law’s expressed meaning serves mutually reinforcing purposes. Law educates the public about what is socially harmful. This legitimates harms, allowing the harmed party to see herself as harmed. It signals appropriate behavior. In drawing attention to socially appropriate behavior, law permits individuals to take these social meanings into account when deciding on their actions. Because law creates and shapes social mores, it has an important cultural impact that differs from its more direct coercive effects.

Law played an important expressive role in detrivializing workplace sexual harassment and domestic violence during the last quarter of the twentieth century. As Catharine MacKinnon recounts, court rulings in the late 1970s and early 1980s changed the social meaning of sexual harassment by

269. Richard H. Pildes, Why Rights Are Not Trumps: Social Meanings, Expressive Harms, and Constitutionalism, 27 J. LEGAL STUD. 725, 755 (1998); Cass R. Sunstein, On the Expressive Function of Law, 144 U. PA. L. REV. 2021, 2022 (1996). In the expressivist literature, some scholars have focused on the ways that government and individuals can act wrongly because of what they express, rather than simply for what they do. See, e.g., Hellman, supra note 266, at 2 (exploring the expressive dimension of law in equality jurisprudence and articulating an expressivist theory of equal protection, namely that “state action violates Equal Protection if its meaning conflicts with the government’s obligation to treat each person with equal concern”). Other scholars focus on the ways law creates and sustains norms of behavior. See, e.g., Lawrence Lessig, The Regulation of Social Meaning, 62 U. CHI. L. REV. 943 (1995). Although law also has intrinsic importance in allowing the public to evaluate society’s commitments, Sunstein, supra, this Article focuses on its norm-shaping potential in much the same way that Larry Lessig has done in his important work, see Lessig, supra, at 1010.
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271. Sunstein, supra note 269, at 2032.
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recognizing it as a form of gender discrimination. Before those decisions, only two small grassroots women’s groups working against sexual abuse in the workplace existed, one of which used another name to describe the phenomenon. The media’s sole coverage of the issue appeared in the women’s magazine Redbook. MacKinnon explains that as part of her work naming and designing a legal claim to address sexual harassment in the workplace, she contacted the women’s workers’ organization “9-to-5” to see if any of their members would agree to talk with her about their experiences of unwanted sexual attention at work. After a long wait, MacKinnon received an apologetic message from the group declining to participate. The group explained that its members were “afraid of giving up their only source of power”—their sexuality—in the workplace. MacKinnon’s “suggestion that [such abuse] was a source of their powerlessness” went nowhere.

When court rulings declared sexual harassment a manifestation of women’s inequality in the workplace, they changed its social meaning. Courts sent the message that sexual abuse in the workplace violated women’s equality in a manner that would not be tolerated. Women began to see workplace discussion of their sexuality as wrongful, rather than as a self-help tool to wield against their abusers. Over time, they viewed themselves as the judges did—individuals who had the right to complain about sexual harassment in the workplace.

Media coverage of sexual harassment followed those court decisions. It legitimated the view that sexual harassment constituted harmful behavior and deepened the public’s appreciation of the problem, particularly as accusations involved high-profile men who abused their power over subordinate female employees. For instance, Professor Anita Hill’s testimony during the Senate hearings regarding Clarence Thomas’s appointment to the Supreme Court “shaped sexual harassment thinking.”

274. MacKinnon, supra note 184, at 818. Beginning with Williams v. Saxbe, 413 F. Supp. 654 (D.D.C. 1976), and Barnes v. Costle, 561 F.2d 983 (D.C. Cir. 1977), and culminating in Bundy v. Jackson, 641 F.2d 934 (D.C. Cir. 1981), and Vinson v. Taylor, 753 F.2d 141 (D.C. Cir. 1985), the D.C. Circuit was the first to recognize sexual harassment as a compensable harm and shaped the rules of accountability for it. MacKinnon, supra note 184, at 813. Professor MacKinnon’s account is particularly instructive as she pioneered the very concept of sexual harassment in the workplace and participated in the litigation of the ground-breaking D.C. Circuit cases. See Streibeigh, supra note 123, at 241–305 (discussing MacKinnon’s crucial role in defining and shaping courts’ view of sexual harassment). See generally MacKinnon, supra note 17.
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being sexually harassed while working for Thomas at the Department of Education and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) produced an “explosion of national and global consciousness on the issue.”\textsuperscript{285} Her testimony helped dissipate the view that sexual harassment in the workplace constituted harmless flirting.\textsuperscript{286} It galvanized and inspired women to bring sexual harassment lawsuits, swelling the number of complaints to the EEOC by the thousands.\textsuperscript{287}

Law also had an important impact on society’s attitude toward domestic violence. In the early 1970s, prosecutors refused to acknowledge it as a crime despite law’s clear prohibition of physical beatings.\textsuperscript{288} Police officers ignored reports of spousal abuse.\textsuperscript{289} This changed in the late 1970s after battered-women’s advocacy groups brought class actions challenging law enforcement’s systematic failure to arrest physically abusive husbands.\textsuperscript{290} Those suits produced settlements that required police departments to respond swiftly to domestic-violence complaints and arrest husbands whenever there was reasonable cause to believe a felony had been committed.\textsuperscript{291} Women’s groups also had success at the legislative level, convincing state lawmakers to adopt mandatory arrest policies and no-drop prosecution requirements in domestic violence cases.\textsuperscript{292} These legal developments helped alter the social meaning of domestic violence from a private family matter to criminal conduct.\textsuperscript{293}

A cyber civil rights agenda can help transform online subcultures of discrimination into those of equality and dignity before they become too entrenched. The history of domestic violence and sexual harassment sheds light on the potential efficacy of a cyber civil rights agenda. For centuries, women faced pervasive abuse at home and in the workplace with little means of recourse. Since law’s recognition of women’s suffering in the
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1970s, the home and workplace have become safer spaces for women.\textsuperscript{294} Our cultural practices have evolved, though perhaps not as quickly as one might have hoped. For instance, in 1983, the New Jersey Supreme Court Task Force on Women in the Courts found that “[s]tereotyped myths, beliefs, and biases” continued to affect attorneys’ and courtroom personnel’s decision making in subject areas such as domestic violence.\textsuperscript{295} As Fred Strebeigh explains, despite clear changes in the law, some judges continued to marginalize domestic victims because victims could just “get up and leave.”\textsuperscript{296} Social norms might have changed more rapidly had the marginalization of sexual harassment and domestic violence not been so deeply ingrained.

Today, we see the same pattern of women’s subordination and exclusion in cyberspace. Because the trivialization of cyber gender harassment is a relatively new phenomenon, we find ourselves at a particularly opportune moment to educate the public about cyber gender harassment. To that end, parents and educators have an important responsibility to teach the young about cyber harassment’s harms because the longer we trivialize cyber gender harassment, the more difficult it will become to eradicate.\textsuperscript{297} It is certainly possible that if we act now, future generations might view cyber gender harassment as a disgraceful remnant of the net’s early history.

A civil rights agenda has the potential to change the social meaning of cyber gender harassment from a triviality to be ignored to invidious discrimination to be punished and remedied. This would accomplish several things. First, bringing online abuse of women into a civil rights framework could change the public’s understanding of the problem. It would dispel the
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notion that the harassment constitutes frat-boy rants with little real-world impact. It would teach the public that online harassment inflicts nontrivial damage on women, just as legal change in the 1970s conveyed that workplace sexual harassment was not an innocent fact of life.\textsuperscript{298} It would make clear that women should not have to trade their economic and social well-being for an online presence, in much the same way that court rulings found that women should not have to choose between working in a sexually harassing environment and earning a living. It would discredit the notion that women should address the harm themselves by walking away from their computers or engaging in counterattacks, just as law made clear that women need not handle sexual harassment or domestic violence on their own by leaving hostile work environments or abusive spouses. It would say that women should not have to surmount such cyber abuse, that "this is simply not one of the life struggles that our democracy thinks it valuable for people to be fighting on their own one by one without legal aid."\textsuperscript{299} It would demonstrate that the internet is not the lawless Wild West, just as court settlements and state legislation made clear that the home does not insulate abusing husbands from societal intervention.

Second, a cyber civil rights agenda would legitimate the harm in targeted women’s eyes. It would validate their suffering by acknowledging the damage to their autonomy, livelihood, identity, dignity, and well-being.\textsuperscript{300} Women could see that they would not be overreacting if they felt afraid and ashamed in the face of online harassment. They could complain rather than minimizing the distress and their own importance, just as women did following court rulings recognizing sexual harassment as discrimination and media coverage of Anita Hill’s testimony. Instead of enduring cyber harassment, shutting down blogs, or concealing their female identities, women could seek law’s protection. They could file civil rights lawsuits and initiate criminal complaints, just as the late twentieth-century court rulings inspired women to file sexual harassment suits. Women could come together to denounce cyber harassment rather than going offline in isolation, just as court rulings emboldened the women’s movement to speak out against sexual harassment in the workplace. In short, victims could see, and claim, the internet as a space that is equally theirs.

Third, a cyber civil rights agenda could change the way law enforcement and courts perceive, and respond to, cyber gender harassment. It would clarify that cyber harassment does indeed involve criminal conduct that should be addressed, just as law intervened to ensure that law enforcement took domestic violence seriously. It could convince jurisdictions to devote more resources to training personnel about cyber harassment investigations and
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prosecutions. Courts could impose significant punishment for cyber harassment, rather than imposing light fines. In turn, targeted individuals would be more likely to come forward since reporting such incidents would not seem fruitless. This would have a salutary psychic effect on women: they would no longer view themselves as defenseless. At the same time, the real possibility of criminal sanctions could convince some individuals that cyber harassment’s costs exceed its benefits. Criminal prosecutions and tough sentences would send a powerful detrivializing message to potential cyber harassers and victims alike.

Fourth, seeing cyber harassment as implicating civil rights laws would legitimize current efforts to defeat online gender harassment and galvanize others to help them. In much the same way that advocacy groups have joined forces to protest cyber attacks on women. Jayne Hitchcock’s Working to Halt Online Abuse organization provides advice to women targeted for cyber abuse. In the wake of recent attacks on female bloggers, feminist bloggers have devoted efforts to raising awareness about the harassment of women online. Bloggers declared a “Stop Cyberbullying Day” after the Kathy Sierra incident. Well-known technologists Robert Scoble and Tim O’Reilly publicly supported Kathy Sierra. Mr. Scoble announced his decision to close his blog for a week to convey his support for Ms. Sierra. Mr. O’Reilly called for a bloggers’ code of conduct that would “change the expectations” for “what is acceptable on line.” Not surprisingly, those efforts failed to grab the online community’s attention—cyber gender harassment’s perceived triviality had too strong a hold on the public. A cyber civil rights agenda would provide moral support for those committed to changing destructive harassment online.

In short, the signaling function of a cyber civil rights agenda would be iterative. Communities on blogs and social networking sites would begin to see cyber harassment as unacceptable gender discrimination. They would appreciate the net as embracing the same norms and aspirations as our larger culture. Those inclined to tolerate, and perhaps even those who might partake in, online discrimination might instead internalize the notion that cyber gender harassment is unacceptable and express their disapproval of it, rather

---
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than letting such destructive behavior continue without rebuke. Site operators might take down destructive posts, further sending the message that cyber harassment is nontrivial. A civil rights message could change our cultural software—our ‘collectively created tools that constitute us as persons’ that we use to interact with others and express our values. Treating women as individuals worthy of respect could become “the moral law within [us].”

In turn, women could resume blogging and participating in online discussion groups. They would feel comfortable using their own voices and identifying themselves with female names. They could take advantage of the professional and reputational opportunities that our networked environment provides. Because women would be subjected to less threatening and demeaning comments, they would suffer less anxiety and shame. As sexually threatening posts with women’s home addresses disappear, women will be less vulnerable to offline crime inspired by online posts. Women’s online activities would contribute to the erosion of gender hierarchy in cyberspace.

To be sure, law’s expressive value might be dampened if perpetrators cannot be located and sued or prosecuted. This might occur if posters use anonymizing technologies or if the websites hosting attacks fail to track IP addresses. This poses a new challenge for law: women usually had no problem identifying workplace harassers and abusive spouses. Nonetheless, law need not be invoked in every instance of cyber gender harassment for it to wield its expressive power. So long as some posters can be identified and some lawsuits and prosecutions can be pursued, law has the potential to teach the public about cyber gender harassment’s grave harms. In a lawsuit brought by female law students harassed on AutoAdmit, plaintiffs have identified several of the thirty-nine anonymous posters even though the site did not log its posters’ IP addresses.

Moreover, in the short term, discourse about a cyber civil rights agenda’s role in combating cyber gender harassment can help inform the public’s understanding of the problem. In this respect, the media has already played an important role in beginning that discussion. As more journalists write...
about cyber harassment as gender discrimination, more targeted individuals would file criminal complaints and initiate lawsuits and more law enforcement authorities would provide training to officers on the criminal implications of cyber gender harassment. Thus, the anonymity of online posters is not fatal to law’s expressive role in combating cyber gender harassment.

We also must be mindful that a cyber civil rights agenda’s expressive value depends on its perceived moral legitimacy. Society deems legal remedies legitimate if they adhere to cultural intuitions about fairness, i.e., they appear apportioned to what is deserved. If society perceives civil rights remedies as weak or ineffective, law’s expressive message will ring hollow, thus failing to address the trivialization problem. If, on the other hand, civil rights remedies are perceived as too harsh, they may engender resentment, causing the expressive message to backfire.

Whether cyber harassment prosecutions and antidiscrimination lawsuits will be perceived as both deserved and fair is unclear. Because these remedies have been underutilized, we have little empirical evidence to suggest that they would be perceived as overly weak or overly harsh. The components of a cyber civil rights agenda, however, have been applied to offline gender harassment for over thirty years. Their application to online harassment thus may not suffer from either malady. Moreover, in rejecting a cyber civil rights agenda, society would concomitantly fail to correct the harm that cyber gender harassment causes and rather send the unacceptable message that society tolerates such abuse. That cannot stand.

As the media publicizes pending lawsuits and prosecutions and as targeted individuals draw attention to the issue, policymakers, courts, and activists will spend more time on this serious social problem. This will permit an assessment of the legitimacy of current remedies and encourage the evolution of new legal theories and legislation to tackle it more precisely. A cyber civil rights agenda is made up of effective, yet imperfect legal solutions. They send the right message but they could be improved on to target cyber gender harassment more effectively. An antidiscrimination message ought to play an indispensable role in eradicating cyber gender harassment, both now and in the future.
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314. I thank Sonja Starr for highlighting these concerns for me.
CONCLUSION

The notion that cyber harassment is trivial is both widespread and damaging. Because so many refuse to recognize cyber harassment as harmful, women suffer in silence, often sacrificing their female identities and their online lives. A cyber civil rights agenda would change this by recognizing and naming cyber harassment as gender discrimination. By changing the social meaning of online harassment and recharacterizing it as a civil rights violation, we may be able to transform online behavior in a manner that permits women to claim the internet as equally their own.